
Ford
Connect

The Ford Connect is a relaxing and comfortable 
place to be. Great to drive, great to sit in, it 
boasts premium finishes, high quality materials 
and fuel efficiency without compromising 
everyday practicality.

The wheelchair accessible Ford Connect from 
Versa is a real car-like WAV, with the conversion 
mirroring all the comfort, safety and ease of use 
from Ford. Every aspect is meticulously designed 
and implemented ensuring the enjoyment of every 
one of your journeys.
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The wheelchair accessible Ford Connect by Versa is available as the Ford Tourneo Connect (‘Short’) and the Ford Grand 
Tourneo Connect (‘Long’). The Short WAV can accommodate the wheelchair user and up to three seated passengers 
(including the driver) or up to five seated passengers when the wheelchair user isn’t travelling. The Long WAV can 
accommodate the wheelchair user and up to five seated passengers (including the driver) and there is also the option of 
up to seven seated passengers when the wheelchair user isn’t travelling. Twin sliding doors come as standard allowing 
ease of passenger access. Wheelchair access is via a lightweight manual ramp which can also be upgraded to fold flat into 
the vehicle. This means that when the wheelchair user is not travelling, a huge and easily accessible boot space can be 
created. We offer two different seating options on the long WAV. Our ‘Bench’ conversion retains the original Ford bench 
seat in the rear and our ‘Basic’ conversion removes and replaces the Ford bench seat with one or two individual seats for 
greater flexibility. ISOFix mountings are available, meaning the whole family can travel safely and all seats are full-sized, 
ensuring comfort during the ride. The Connect is available in either automatic or manual transmission.
Features include electric windows, 16” alloy wheels, DAB radio with Bluetooth & 4.2” TFT screen, cruise control 
with intelligent speed assist, power/heated mirrors and day time running lights

Ford Connect WAV

Short Long
Standard Seating 3 seats + wheelchair 5 seats + wheelchair
Ramp length 1,010mm 1,010mm
Ramp width 755mm 755mm
Wheelchair access Ramp Ramp
Fuel Type Diesel Diesel
Entry height 1,373mm 1,380mm
External height 1,852mm 1,845mm
External length 4,418mm 4,818mm

Key Statistics
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Top Features • Single piece, lightweight ramp with optional 
fold-flat design creating a useful boot space 

•   Metallic paint and air conditioning as 
standard for Motability customers

•  Optional winch assist

•  Four-point wheelchair securing 
with retracting rear restraints and a 
three-point inertia seatbelt for the 
wheelchair user (with optional height 
adjustment)

Vehicle Layouts
Short (based on Ford Tourneo Connect) Long (based on Ford Grand Tourneo Connect)

Conversion retains 
the original Ford seats 
where two or all of 
the seats fold forward 
when the wheelchair 
user is travelling

Seating for five 
passengers when 
the wheelchair 
user isn’t 
travelling

Standard ‘Bench’ 
conversion retains 
the original Ford 
seats with one 
wheelchair position

Option of one or 
two additional rear 
seats for use when 
the wheelchair user 
isn’t travelling

Alternative ‘Basic’ conversion 
removes the original Ford 
seats and replaces with one or 
two aftermarket seats.  This 
allows the wheelchair user to 
sit further forward


